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……The description of the Jews in the The description of the Jews in the 
Koran is an eternal miracle [in itself], Koran is an eternal miracle [in itself], 
since it described them by the traits since it described them by the traits 
which have stuck to them throughout all which have stuck to them throughout all 
their generations, such as stubbornness, their generations, such as stubbornness, 
material greed, slander, hypocrisy, material greed, slander, hypocrisy, 
plotting against Islam and the plotting against Islam and the 
MuslimsMuslims……

Islamic Education, Grade 10 (2002) p. 39Islamic Education, Grade 10 (2002) p. 39



Egypt

The Expulsion of the [Jewish] The Expulsion of the [Jewish] 
Tribe of Tribe of QaynuqaQaynuqa''

What do we learn in this lesson?What do we learn in this lesson?
•• The Jews are a people of The Jews are a people of 

betrayal and treacherybetrayal and treachery
•• ……
The lesson's goals:The lesson's goals:
•• It is desirable that at the end of It is desirable that at the end of 

the lesson the student will be the lesson the student will be 
able to:able to:

•• Define the reasons for the war Define the reasons for the war 
between the Muslims and the between the Muslims and the 
Jews of the Jews of the QaynuqaQaynuqa' tribe.' tribe.

•• Mention some of the Jews' Mention some of the Jews' 
blameworthy characteristics.blameworthy characteristics.

•• ……

Islamic Religious Education, Grade 4, Part 1 (2002) p. 32Islamic Religious Education, Grade 4, Part 1 (2002) p. 32
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Lessons derived from the treatment of the Jews by the Prophet Lessons derived from the treatment of the Jews by the Prophet 
[Muhammad][Muhammad]

•• ……Religious racism dominates them [the Jews]. They are hostile to Religious racism dominates them [the Jews]. They are hostile to the the 
Islamic religion and take a hostile position against any religioIslamic religion and take a hostile position against any religion that is n that is 
not theirs.not theirs.

•• Ethnic racism is firmly established in their souls. They hate otEthnic racism is firmly established in their souls. They hate other her 
ethnic groups and peoples.ethnic groups and peoples.

•• They do not owe allegiance to the homeland where they live, nor They do not owe allegiance to the homeland where they live, nor [do [do 
they] keep a commitment. Rather, their life is based on treacherthey] keep a commitment. Rather, their life is based on treachery and y and 
betrayal.betrayal.

•• The Jews of the past are the [same as the] Jews of today and of The Jews of the past are the [same as the] Jews of today and of the the 
future. [They are] all the same. One should study them, study thfuture. [They are] all the same. One should study them, study their eir 
ambitions, and arm oneself against them with every [possible] ambitions, and arm oneself against them with every [possible] 
weaponweapon……

Islamic Education, Grade 11 (2002) p. 77 Islamic Education, Grade 11 (2002) p. 77 
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During World War II Nazism persecuted millions of human During World War II Nazism persecuted millions of human 
beings in Europe and elsewhere, and part of this beings in Europe and elsewhere, and part of this 
persecution affected the Jews for the following reasons:persecution affected the Jews for the following reasons:

•• Because of their nonBecause of their non--mingling with the nations and the mingling with the nations and the 
societies where they livedsocieties where they lived

•• Because of their control and monopoly over currency Because of their control and monopoly over currency 
exchange, banks and commercial financing.exchange, banks and commercial financing.

•• [Because of] their treason toward their homeland, [Because of] their treason toward their homeland, 
Germany, as they had put themselves in the service of the Germany, as they had put themselves in the service of the 
Allies.Allies.

NationalNational--Socialist Education, Grade 10 (1998/99) p. 104Socialist Education, Grade 10 (1998/99) p. 104
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The Jews, enemies of God, want to The Jews, enemies of God, want to 
remain in Palestine in order to take remain in Palestine in order to take 
hold of Alhold of Al--AqsaAqsa Mosque. Mosque. 

Islamic Education, Grade 6 (1998/99) p. 57Islamic Education, Grade 6 (1998/99) p. 57
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You have already learned of the attitude of the Jews who plottedYou have already learned of the attitude of the Jews who plotted
to kill, loot and exterminate the Muslimsto kill, loot and exterminate the Muslims…… That is the That is the 
characteristic of traitors and deceivers in any time and place. characteristic of traitors and deceivers in any time and place. 
They make use of tolerance and gentleness as a hotbed and a They make use of tolerance and gentleness as a hotbed and a 
loophole for their crimes and sins.loophole for their crimes and sins.

If this points to anything, it points to the hostile [and] evil If this points to anything, it points to the hostile [and] evil 
tendency that is rooted in the Jewish personality. That, in its tendency that is rooted in the Jewish personality. That, in its 
turn, confirms that coexistence with them, or having them as turn, confirms that coexistence with them, or having them as 
neighbors, is an enormous danger that threatens Muslim and neighbors, is an enormous danger that threatens Muslim and 
Arab existence with destruction and extinction.Arab existence with destruction and extinction.

Therefore, the logic of genuine justice decrees against them oneTherefore, the logic of genuine justice decrees against them one
tverdicttverdict the execution of which is unavoidable: that their the execution of which is unavoidable: that their 
criminal intention be turned against them by their criminal intention be turned against them by their 
elimination.elimination. Islamic Education, Grade 10 (1998/99) pp. 115Islamic Education, Grade 10 (1998/99) pp. 115--16  16  
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The Foundations of Zionist IdeologyThe Foundations of Zionist Ideology
1.1. The Jews are God's chosen The Jews are God's chosen 

people. The souls of the children people. The souls of the children 
of Israel are part of God, while of Israel are part of God, while 
others' souls are satanic and others' souls are satanic and 
resemble animals' souls.resemble animals' souls.

2.2. This world is the property of the This world is the property of the 
Israelite. It is his right to take Israelite. It is his right to take 
over and have control over the over and have control over the 
world, because he, out of all world, because he, out of all 
human beings, is [one of] the human beings, is [one of] the 
chosen people in God's eyes.chosen people in God's eyes.

3.3. Palestine is the basic target of Palestine is the basic target of 
the Jews. It is the base from the Jews. It is the base from 
which their world domination which their world domination 
will beginwill begin……

HadithHadith and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 (2007) pp. 102and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 (2007) pp. 102
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The Goals of the Zionist MovementThe Goals of the Zionist Movement
1.1. Arousing the fighting spirit Arousing the fighting spirit 

among the Jews, as well as their among the Jews, as well as their 
religious and national solidarity, religious and national solidarity, 
in order to antagonize [other] in order to antagonize [other] 
religions, nations and peoplereligions, nations and people……

2.2. Having the world dominated by Having the world dominated by 
the Jews. The basis for that the Jews. The basis for that 
[domination] is the establishment [domination] is the establishment 
of their government in the of their government in the 
Promised Land which stretches Promised Land which stretches 
from the Nile River to the from the Nile River to the 
EuphratesEuphrates……

3.3. Kindling the fire of malicious Kindling the fire of malicious 
rivalry between the Powers, so rivalry between the Powers, so 
that they struggle [against each that they struggle [against each 
other]. Kindling the fire of war other]. Kindling the fire of war 
between the [various] states, in between the [various] states, in 
order to weaken them all and order to weaken them all and 
establish their [own] oneestablish their [own] one…… HadithHadith and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 

(2007) pp. 102(2007) pp. 102
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The Protocols of the Elders of ZionThe Protocols of the Elders of Zion
These are secret resolutions, most probably of the aforementioneThese are secret resolutions, most probably of the aforementioned Basel d Basel 

[first Zionist] congress. They were discovered in the nineteenth[first Zionist] congress. They were discovered in the nineteenth
century. The Jews tried to deny them, but there was ample evidencentury. The Jews tried to deny them, but there was ample evidence ce 
proving their authenticity and that they were issued by the eldeproving their authenticity and that they were issued by the elders of rs of 
Zion. The Protocols can be summarized in the following points:Zion. The Protocols can be summarized in the following points:

1.1. Upsetting the foundations of present world society and its systeUpsetting the foundations of present world society and its systems, ms, 
in order to enable Zionism to have a monopoly on world governmenin order to enable Zionism to have a monopoly on world government.t.

2.2. Eliminating nationalities and religions, especially the ChristiaEliminating nationalities and religions, especially the Christian n 
nations.nations.

3.3. Striving to increase the corruption of the present regimes in EuStriving to increase the corruption of the present regimes in Europe, rope, 
as Zionism believes in their corruption and [eventual] collapse.as Zionism believes in their corruption and [eventual] collapse.

4.4. Controlling the media of publication, propaganda and the press aControlling the media of publication, propaganda and the press and nd 
using gold for stirring up disturbances, seducing people by meanusing gold for stirring up disturbances, seducing people by means of s of 
lust and by spreading wantonnesslust and by spreading wantonness……

HadithHadith and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 (2007) pp. 104and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 (2007) pp. 104--55
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Examples of Zionism's Methods for Realizing Its GoalsExamples of Zionism's Methods for Realizing Its Goals
1.1. Stirring up sedition and conspiracies throughout history. ExampStirring up sedition and conspiracies throughout history. Examples:les:
•• ……
•• The French Revolution: The Jews exploited the French Revolution The French Revolution: The Jews exploited the French Revolution for attacking for attacking 

[other] religions, striking at values and circulating hollow slo[other] religions, striking at values and circulating hollow slogans. They had a gans. They had a 
role in its schemes and moral constitution.role in its schemes and moral constitution.

•• The First World War. The Jews had a role in kindling its blaze.The First World War. The Jews had a role in kindling its blaze.
•• The overthrow of the Ottoman Islamic caliphateThe overthrow of the Ottoman Islamic caliphate……
•• The Russian Bolshevik revolution against Czarist rule. It is welThe Russian Bolshevik revolution against Czarist rule. It is well known that the l known that the 

roots of the Marxist ideology are Jewish. Karl Marx was a Germanroots of the Marxist ideology are Jewish. Karl Marx was a German JewJew…… You will You will 
hardly find strife without the Jews having a part in it.hardly find strife without the Jews having a part in it.

2.2.Attempting to immerse the peoples in vices, and spreading prostiAttempting to immerse the peoples in vices, and spreading prostitution. The Jews tution. The Jews 
have taken upon themselves to run that, to spread it and to run have taken upon themselves to run that, to spread it and to run bars in Europe bars in Europe 
and America and in Israel itselfand America and in Israel itself……

3.3. Controlling literature and art by publishing decadent and licenControlling literature and art by publishing decadent and licentious literature and tious literature and 
encouraging the perverted inclinations in literature, thought anencouraging the perverted inclinations in literature, thought and artd art……

4.4.Controlling the cinema and art industry in the western world andControlling the cinema and art industry in the western world and elsewhereelsewhere……
5.5. Fraud, bribery, stealing and trickery.Fraud, bribery, stealing and trickery.

HadithHadith and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 (2007) pp. 105and Islamic Culture, Grade 10 (2007) pp. 105--106106
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Now it [Palestine] is Now it [Palestine] is 
occupied by the Jews, a occupied by the Jews, a 
people of treachery and people of treachery and 
betrayal, who have betrayal, who have 
gathered there from every gathered there from every 
placeplace…… Their end, by Their end, by 
God's will, is perdition. God's will, is perdition. 

Dictation, Grade 8, Part 1, p. 24Dictation, Grade 8, Part 1, p. 24

……
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……God's Messenger said: "the Day of Judgment will not arrive untilGod's Messenger said: "the Day of Judgment will not arrive until the the 
Muslims fight the Jews and the Muslims will kill them. Even if aMuslims fight the Jews and the Muslims will kill them. Even if a Jew Jew 
hides behind a rock or a tree, the rock or the tree will say: 'Ohides behind a rock or a tree, the rock or the tree will say: 'O Muslim, O Muslim, O 
worshipper of God! There is a Jew behind me. Come and kill him',worshipper of God! There is a Jew behind me. Come and kill him',
except the salt bush [except the salt bush [GharqadGharqad], for it is one of the Jews' trees."], for it is one of the Jews' trees."

……In this Prophetic Saying [In this Prophetic Saying [HadithHadith] he [Muhammad] tells us of one of the ] he [Muhammad] tells us of one of the 
forms of the battle between Muslims and Jewsforms of the battle between Muslims and Jews……

HadithHadith, Grade 9 (2006) pp. 148, Grade 9 (2006) pp. 148



……Your enemies killed your children, Your enemies killed your children, 
split open your women's bellies, held split open your women's bellies, held 
your revered elderly men by the beard your revered elderly men by the beard 
and led them to the death pitsand led them to the death pits……

Reading and Texts, Grade 8, Part 2 (2002), p. 16Reading and Texts, Grade 8, Part 2 (2002), p. 16

The Palestinian Authority



There is a group of confidential There is a group of confidential 
resolutions adopted by the Congress and resolutions adopted by the Congress and 
known by the name "The Protocols of known by the name "The Protocols of 
the Elders of Zion" the goal of which was the Elders of Zion" the goal of which was 
world domination. They were brought to world domination. They were brought to 
light by Sergey Nilos and translated into light by Sergey Nilos and translated into 
Arabic by Muhammad Khalifah AlArabic by Muhammad Khalifah Al--
Tunisi.Tunisi.

History of Modern and Contemporary World, Grade 10 (2004), p. 63History of Modern and Contemporary World, Grade 10 (2004), p. 63

The Palestinian Authority
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History of Modern and Contemporary History of Modern and Contemporary 
World, Grade 10 (World, Grade 10 (20042004), p. 63), p. 63

History of Modern and Contemporary History of Modern and Contemporary 
World, Grade 10 (World, Grade 10 (20072007), p. 63), p. 63
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By your life! How come that snakes 
invade us

And we [still] observe a protection 
covenant [dhimmah], which 
respects commitments

Arabic Language Arabic Language –– Linguistic Sciences, Grade 12 (2006) p. 67Linguistic Sciences, Grade 12 (2006) p. 67
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What the [What the [KoranicKoranic] Verses Guide to] Verses Guide to
……Misery and avarice are among the JewsMisery and avarice are among the Jews’’ prominent prominent 
traits, alongside cowardliness and desire for this worldtraits, alongside cowardliness and desire for this world’’s s 
life.life.
……Stirring up dissension and creating corruption in the Stirring up dissension and creating corruption in the 
land are among the Jewsland are among the Jews’’ traitstraits..

Holy Koran and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) p. 117 [Religious Holy Koran and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) p. 117 [Religious 
Institutions]Institutions]
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] Verses Guide to] Verses Guide toKoranicKoranicthe [the [WhatWhat
……Caution Caution againstagainst the the JewsJews’’ trickerytrickery and and 
deceptiondeception, for , for theythey are are enemiesenemies of Sublime of Sublime 
GodGod, of , of HisHis religion [i.e., Islam] and of the religion [i.e., Islam] and of the 
BelieversBelievers [i.e., the [i.e., the MuslimsMuslims].].

Holy Koran and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) p. 49 [Religious Holy Koran and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) p. 49 [Religious 
Institutions]Institutions]
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  withwith  ConflictConflict  TheThe thethe
JewsJews
…… GodGod’’s Messenger saids Messenger said : "The : "The 
Hour of Judgment will not come Hour of Judgment will not come 
until the Muslims fight the until the Muslims fight the 
Jews. The Muslims will kill Jews. The Muslims will kill 
them, and when a Jew would them, and when a Jew would 
hide behind a rock or a tree the hide behind a rock or a tree the 
rock or the tree would say: rock or the tree would say: ‘‘O O 
Muslim, O worshipper of God! Muslim, O worshipper of God! 
There is a Jew behind me; come There is a Jew behind me; come 
and kill himand kill him’’, except the salt , except the salt 
bush, which is the Jewsbush, which is the Jews’’ tree.tree.””

Noble Noble HadithHadith and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) pp. 200 [Religious and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) pp. 200 [Religious 
Institutions]Institutions]
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…This Prophetic Saying This Prophetic Saying 
[[HadithHadith] is one of the ] is one of the 
ProphetProphet’’s evident s evident 
miracles. It is a prophecy miracles. It is a prophecy 
of a concealed matter, of a concealed matter, 
which is to take place at which is to take place at 
the End of Days. It is the End of Days. It is 
certain good news for this certain good news for this 
nation that victory will be nation that victory will be 
its ally and that its trial its ally and that its trial 
with the Jews is bound to with the Jews is bound to 
end in victory over themend in victory over them…

Noble Noble HadithHadith and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) pp. 200and Its Studies, Grade 11 (1996) pp. 200--201 201 
[Religious Institutions[Religious Institutions]
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Lesson 6: The ContaminatorLesson 6: The Contaminator

Would you like to narrate the story?Would you like to narrate the story?

Gifts of Heaven Gifts of Heaven –– Workbook, Grade 3 (2004) pp. 13Workbook, Grade 3 (2004) pp. 13--15 (Circles 15 (Circles 
added)added)
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